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ABSTRACT

Today, the ever-changing technology development is bringing an impact to the Malaysian retail industry. Smart Retail Technology is one of the outcomes of Industry Revolution 4.0 to deepen integration between digital and physical characteristics that can serve extraordinary shopping experiences in brick-and-mortar stores. Smart retail technology is attaining greater attention in the information system literature. In this study, the researchers aimed to investigate the relationships between perceived usefulness (PU), perceived ease of use (PEOU), perceived enjoyment (PE), perceived risk (PR), attitudes (ATD) and behavioral intentions towards smart retail technology (BI). The 170 respondents were collected through an online survey and processed in the PLS-SEM data analysis. The results indicated that perceived ease of use is the main variable influencing people's acceptance of SRT, followed by perceived enjoyment. However, perceived usefulness and perceived risk performed insignificant roles to link with attitudes and behavioral intentions towards SRT. This study provided some insightful implications for both academicians and practitioners to understand the current situation of smart retail technology in developing countries, especially Malaysia.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the building concept of the Internet of Things is bounded in many industries. One industry research has shown that the IoT market achieved 15.4 billion installed devices in the last year. It will grow from 30.7 billion installed devices in 2020 to 75.4 billion in 2025 (IHS, 2016). It will bring each other closer in the physical environment and allow people to have high interconnectivity in daily lives. However, such a vision must get support through favorable policies from the government. For example, the Malaysian government recently introduced the Malaysia Smart Cities Framework to track global urban development trends (MAMPU, 2021). With the support of seven components, namely, Smart Economy, Smart Living, Smart Environment, Smart People, Smart Government, Smart Mobility, and Smart Digital Infrastructure, the government will produce a sustainable environment that can upsurge quality of life among citizens (MAMPU, 2021). The Budget 2020 also demonstrates that the government strengthens the digital industry and moves local businesses into the technology domain (New Straits Times, 2019). Therefore, the ever-changing technology landscape is challenging the existing status quo. As one of the subsets of smart city, "Smart Retail Technology" (hereafter, SRT) is a central integrated retail system that can connect different in-store touchpoints to provide highly responsive retail services when customers patronage brick-and-mortar retail stores (Roy, et al., 2017). Retailing to become smarter than ever is the next milestone that needs to be achieved by brick-and-mortar retailers as soon as possible. SRT involves technologies or touchpoints such as smart mirrors, radio frequency identification, smart kiosks, smart price tags, facial recognition, smart shelves, smart carts, unmanned shops, smart fitting rooms, shelf-checkout counters and many other ongoing inventions. The SRT merges physical and digital dimensions into a shopping
SRT started expanding in foreign countries, such as China (Chang et al., 2021), Australia (Roy et al., 2021; Roy, et al., 2020) and the United States (Newman, et al., 2018). Correspondingly, Malaysia also adopts and at the beginning stage in the SRT development progress (Rahman et al., 2020; Ng, et al., 2019). Integrating SRT in the brick-and-mortar shopping mode and providing customers with opportunities for enjoying a smarter retail experience when shopping is the main task of retailers. Of the study conducted by Roy et al. (2018), five cognitive variables had been included, and they recommended that future research include non-cognitive variables to explore further the influence of other aspects on customer's behavioural intention towards SRT. Perceived enjoyment is included to explore how using SRT can create joyfulness in customers' shopping journeys. Many businesses or industries are incrementally focusing on customers' return on experience (ROX), especially the high human-interaction shopping process (PwC, 2019). This study also recommended researching developing countries such as India, Malaysia, and China to deepen the domain of SRT (Roy et al., 2018). In Malaysia, there are still large areas to explore SRT from different perspectives (Ng et al., 2019). Noticeably, the domain of SRT provided a fertile area for the researcher to examine its influence on customers further.

This study examines the influence of cognitive and non-cognitive factors on customers' attitudes and behavioural intentions towards SRT among Malaysian customers. As the alternative solution to physical retailing, SRT must inherit usefulness characteristics to ensure customers can maintain themselves as long-term users. Due to the notion that using SRT is still infant, the researchers are unclear about how perceived usefulness and ease of use play their roles when customers use SRT. The unknown situation also leaves customers with the risk concern due to omitting some service employees and the SRT performance creates challenging customers. Likewise, different countries' customers have perceptions of a particular technology, and the extant literature urged further expanding such study into other countries or areas (Adapa et al., 2020; Roy et al., 2018). The extent of Malaysians' attitudes and behavioural intentions towards SRT are imperative to determine whether the bundle of smart retail touchpoints can succeed in the local marketplace. Furthermore, customers' intentions approximately predict real behaviours. In addition, some researchers only studied certain age groups towards SRT in Malaysia (Ng et al., 2019). This implies the preceding study had not provided generalizability in the SRT literature from the Malaysia perspective. For the stated reasons, the study is very imperative because consumers' positive attitude encouraged consumers' behavioural intentions toward SRT in the upcoming retail landscape (Adapa et al., 2020).

2. Theoretical Background

2.1 The Concept of Smart Retail Technology (SRT)

Smart retail technology (SRT) is the central connection system between smart and intelligent devices that can produce high interactive retail services to deliver personalised and effective in-store shopping experiences to customers (Wünderlich et al., 2015). By integrating AI algorithms, the intelligent touchpoints applied by brick-and-mortar retailers can manipulate SRT devices to achieve several functions such as sense the real-time retail environment inside the physical retail stores, real-time data collection, and recommend offerings to replace the roles of humans to communicate with customers. SRT also improves shopping flexibility that can accustom customers to shop in brick-and-mortar retail stores (Roy et al., 2017). This implies the SRT is highly dependent on the synergy among the in-store touchpoints. Moreover, the ‘cooperation between front-end and back-end operations are crucial to provide the real value proposition by retailers to customers when customer patronage in the brick-and-mortar stores (Kim, et al., 2016). Various studies have been conducted to explore the development progress of SRT from the customer perspective. For instance, the customer's loyalty towards SRT was studied (Adapa et al. 2020), cognitive enablers to yield customers' attitudes and behavioural intention towards SRT was conducted in Australia (Roy, et al., 2018) or even studied customers' shopping intentions and engagement in the research background of unmanned retail stores. In Malaysia, the noticeable SRT literature was conducted among Generation-Z with three enablers: perceived usefulness, perceived value, and enjoyment to influence that customer group to spread word-of-mouth (Ng, et al., 2019). However, some scarcities were left by those researchers allowing more SRT studies to be conducted in Malaysia. Indeed, SRT is a great milestone for the existing brick-and-mortar retailers to increase their business flexibility, customisation and reduced business costs (Adapa et al., 2020). It will let customers get better value since they are ready to adopt it in physical retail stores. In response to the recommendations by Roy et al. (2018), Adapa et al. (2020) and Kasilingam (2020), the researchers conducted the research in Malaysia, which is the country at the infant stage in the development of SRT.

2.2 Technology Acceptance Model

There is no theory to fit all conditions of technological studies and understand how people approach every new technology (Straub, 2009). Technology Acceptance Model (hereafter, TAM) is the broadest acceptable theory that researchers use (Pillai, et al., 2020). Originally, TAM was presented in the study of technology users' initial acceptance or adoption of technological innovation (Davis, 1989). It explained the linkages of beliefs-attitude-intention—we called the people's process to get used to technology innovation (Kim et al., 2017). It has two exogenous variables, and two endogenous variables were widely applied in various studies. Perceived usefulness is the belief regarding how customers achieve their performance by using technology. Perceived ease of use means the people's beliefs using technology would be free of effort. Attitude is about how customers
feel that technology is favourable or unfavourable, while the behavioural intention is the proxy of customers' behaviour (Patil, et al., 2020; Davis, 1989).

Previous studies have proved the Technology Acceptance Model to examine electronic banking services. As such, Salihu et al. (2019) applied the TAM theory to explore the variables that can arise from electronic banking issues. They found that security and ease-of-use have a negative relationship with the issues of electronic banking. In addition, the study of Li et al., (2017) deployed the extended TAM to examine consumers' attitudes towards e-auctions. The results indicated that perceived usefulness and ease of use positively influence consumers' attitudes towards the e-auctions system. Furthermore, the study of Cakr and Solak (2015) used the TAM theory as also indicated that TAM variables have a significant effect on the Turkish e-leaner's academic achievement. In the retail domain, some preceding studies adapted TAM with some other variables to examine the consumers' acceptance of retail technologies (Yan et al., 2021; Pillai et al., 2020; Roy et al., 2018; Pantano et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017; Roy, et al., 2017; Kaushik and Rahman, 2015). Although TAM has experienced three decades in many technology-relevant works of literature, the theory is still performing its academic influence to identify people's readiness to accept and adopt contemporary technologies in different domains.

3. Hypotheses Development

3.1 Effect of Perceived Usefulness on Attitudes

According to Davis (1985), perceived usefulness (PU) can be defined as "the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would boost their job performance." The researchers defined perceived usefulness as the degree to which a person perceives that using SRT would boost their job or personal performance. The utility benefit given to customers will enhance their willingness to use a technology innovation (Kazancoglu & Yarimoglu, 2017). Within the retail context, since Malaysia is still at the infant stage in terms of IoT development, the retailers should create consumers' awareness about the greatness of SRT and inform the non-adopters how their current performance will be boosted up by using SRT and achieve high productivity when SRT play roles in their shopping journey in the brick-and-mortar retail stores.

Until now, the influence of perceived usefulness on technology users' attitude has been confirmed in various extant literature. For instance, Roy et al. (2018) have confirmed that the relationship between perceived usefulness and attitude was significant among Australia's SRT users. A similar outcome has also resulted in the local SRT study among Generation-Z customers (Ng et al., 2019). Likewise, the significant relationship also happened in the study of AR-retail apps (Bonetti et al., 2018), virtual try-on smart mirrors (Pantano et al., 2017) and mobile payment (Patil et al., 2020). Thus, the researchers postulate the first hypothesis as follows:

**H1:** Perceived usefulness influences the consumers' attitudes towards SRT.

3.2 Effect of Perceived Ease of Use on Attitudes

The meaning of perceived ease of use was adapted from the original literature for the SRT context (Davis, 1989). It can be defined as the functions of SRT are user-friendly, high understandable interfaces, low complexity of operating procedures and low learning effort for the innovations. Customers can get effortless shopping experience by using SRT is another important reason to arise in many studies in the domain of retailing (Liang et al., 2019; Roy et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2016; Kaushik & Rahman, 2015). By the supporting of extant literature, the researchers postulate perceived ease of use has a significant relationship to attitude as the following statement:

**H2:** Perceived ease of use influences the consumers' attitudes towards SRT.

3.3 Effect of Perceived Enjoyment on Attitudes

This study adopted the definition from (Dickinger et al., 2008) to define perceived enjoyment as the degree to which a person perceives using SRT as an enjoyable activity apart from any anticipated consequence derived from the particular technologies' performance. By shaping the customer's perceived enjoyment, SRT provides them with personalised retail services, fun, and convenience and has a good interaction between humans and machines that can increase customers' curiosity to explore SRT. This implies that customers' perceived enjoyment is an emotional component when using SRT without considering the performance characteristics. Consumers' perceived enjoyment influences the acceptance of technological innovations (Adapa et al., 2020). According to the study of Choi and Kim (2016), enjoyment was a strong determinant that moves consumers' behaviour towards smart technologies in fashion retail stores. Unlike traditional physical retailing, SRT provides personalised retail services, increases consumers' control of the shopping process, and improves shopping convenience and derives shopping enjoyment (Roy et al., 2018). In line with the previous studies, the researchers postulate the hypothesis as follows:

**H3:** Perceived enjoyment influences the consumers' attitudes towards SRT.

3.4 Effect of Perceived Risk on Attitudes

Perceived risk can be defined as the task-related problems that drive users to feel uncertain, concerned, discomfort, and anxious, moving users apart from using SRT (Featherman & Pavlou, 2003). In the step of technology introduction, retailers should
mitigate the magnitude of risk association and enhance the customers' confidence towards SRT (Adapa et al., 2020). Retailers should uncover the potential issues that can hinder customers from accepting and adopting SRT. For instance, customers do not be uncertain when retailers explicitly promise the personal data is secured. This implies risk is the trade-off between people who believe they have a high capability to overcome the uncertainty when using SRT.

Perceived risk has been proven in the research of India's internet banking context. It has a negative outcome and creates uncertainty for technology users. The more consumers distrust internet banking, the more perceived risk and a negative attitude arise (Bashir & Madhavaiah, 2017). The high perceived risk created uncertainty in consumers' minds since they were unwilling to bear any worse consequences after using a particular technology. The more consumers distrust internet banking, the more perceived risk and negative attitudes arise (Bashir & Madhavaiah, 2017). According to the study run by Adapa et al. (2020), consumers' perceptions about the risk associated with technological innovation may steer consumers away from adopting it after getting dissatisfaction. From the preceding literature, the researchers hypothesise perceived risk influence customers' attitudes towards SRT.

**H1: Perceived risk influences the consumers’ attitudes towards SRT.**

### 3.5 Effect of Attitudes on Behavioural Intentions

Attitude can be defined as the individual's positive or negative evaluation of performing a particular behaviour. Positive or optimistic attitudes always positively impacted the customers' behaviours (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). Shortly, it is related to how customers feel that technology is favourable or unfavourable and imperative when customers initially accept or adopt new technology (Adapa et al., 2020). The affective construct represents user assessment of the information system to decide whether to form positive behavioural intentions towards a new technology (Pantano et al., 2017). Chronologically, attitude towards smart in-store technologies has been proven by the study of Kim et al. (2017), which fully mediated the three pre-set technologies' features to consumers' behavioural intentions toward smart in-store technologies. According to Liang et al. (2019), attitude towards Amazon's Echo Look was crucial in influencing the customers' purchase intention. A similar relationship also has been validated in the study of customers' cognitive variables towards SRT in Australia (Roy et al., 2020; Roy et al., 2018), e-commerce chatbots (Kasilingam, 2020) and self-service technologies (Park & Jeong 2020). Hence, the researcher postulated the relationship between attitudes and behavioural intentions as below:

**H1: Consumers’ attitudes towards SRT influence the consumers' behavioural intentions of using SRT.**

### 3.6 The Mediating Effects of Attitudes

Attitude is the degree of evaluative effect performed by customers towards SRT. The researcher suggested that positive attitudes were a good linkage between customers' perceptions and behavioural intentions towards SRT. When a positive attitude arises, customers have a favourable educated inclination to evaluate new technology. It has been proven the mediating role of attitude in extant literature. This contention is in line with the study conducted by Ng et al. (2019), which showed that the perceived usefulness and enjoyment had influenced the word-of-mouth of the Malaysia Generation-Z customers toward SRT with a mediation effect of attitude. Similarly, performance expectancy mediated by attitude towards SRT indirectly influences customer engagement behaviour, but effort expectancy had no indirect effect. The results were partially similar in the study conducted by Kasilingam (2020), indicating that attitude mediates perceived usefulness, ease of use, enjoyment, and risk to influence the Indian customers' intentions to use smartphone chatbots in mobile shopping. Among the variables involved, perceived risk has hindered the customers in using the mobile shopping's chatbots. However, the SRT does not solely focus on the nature of online shopping but also involves traditional retailing. Saying another way, SRT may involve immobile, mobile, and hybrid systems in brick-and-mortar stores (Pantano & Viassone, 2014). Hence, the researchers expand such a study to the SRT context in Malaysia. The indirect effect of attitudes towards SRT play as the mediator among customers' perceptions and behavioural intentions towards SRT has been hypothesised as the following:

**H2: Consumer attitudes towards SRT mediate the relationship between perceived usefulness and behavioural intentions of using SRT.**

**H3: Consumer attitudes towards SRT mediate the relationship between perceived ease of use and behavioural intentions of using SRT.**

**H4: Consumer attitudes towards SRT mediate the relationship between perceived enjoyment and behavioural intentions of using SRT.**

**H5: Consumer attitudes towards SRT mediate the relationship between perceived risk and behavioural intentions of using SRT.**

### 4. Research Methodology

This study adopted the quantitative research approach to determine the relationships among customers' perceptions, attitudes, and behavioural intentions towards SRT. Due to the pandemic of Covid-19 and the society was required to strictly follow the movement control order, the researchers have designed an online self-administered questionnaire to answer the target respondents, the persons who have used any SRT in the area of Klang Valley. The researchers applied a 5-point Likert scale to examine the main body of the questionnaire: perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived enjoyment, perceived...
risk, attitudes towards SRT, and behavioural intentions towards SRT. The four and six items of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, respectively, were adapted from Davis (1989). While five items for perceived enjoyment were measured by the items of Wang and Li (2012) and the researcher adapted the perceived risk’s items from Kazancoglu and Yarimoglu (2017). Attitudes and behavioural intentions towards SRT were measured using the items previously used by Liu et al. (2017) and Gao and Bai (2014). After assigning 481 questionnaires, the researchers received 170 valid samples or accounted for 43.66 percent of the response rate, which considered achieve the bottom line of partial least study (Kock & Hadaya, 2018).

5. Results

5.1 Measurement Model

The main information in the measurement model, namely, constructs’ reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity (Roy, et al., 2021). According to the suggestions by Hair et al. (2017): the composite reliability and rho_A must be equal or greater than 0.7. As well, Cronbach’s alpha also must be equal to or greater than 0.7. The value of Cronbach’s alpha is generally smaller than composite reliability. Subsequently, the loadings and the AVE values should be equal or greater than 0.5, respectively (Lam, 2012; Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

Subsequently, the initial running of PLS-SEM resulted in three items being deleted (PE1, PR1, and PR5) because the loading values were below than 0.5. Removing the low loading items establishes reasonable reliability and convergent validity (Ng et al., 2019; Rasoolimanesh et al., 2018; Hair et al., 2017). Subsequently, the researchers obtained composite results ranging from 0.834 to 0.852, surpassing the threshold value 0.7, and the researcher has obtained a satisfactory value. The satisfactory results have been shown in Cronbach's alpha column. All variables achieved 0.5, except perceived ease of use. The average
variance extracted falls below than 0.5, which ranges between 0.31 and 0.4, still has adequate convergent validity and it can be accepted if the adequate level of composite reliability (Lam, 2012; Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

5.2 Structural Model

For the next step, this research has undergone the PLS-SEM bootstrapping resample procedure to test the significance level and path coefficient, including direct and indirect relationships (Hair et al., 2017).

Table 2

Structural model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Direct effect</th>
<th>Indirect effect</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>T-value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>PU → ATD</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>-0.114</td>
<td>0.007(T)</td>
<td>1.048</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>PE → ATD</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.161(M)</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>4.021</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>PE → ATD</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.096(S)</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>3.666</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>PR → ATD</td>
<td>-0.105</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.023(S)</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>1.222</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>ATD → BI</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.082(S)</td>
<td>1.900</td>
<td>3.225</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>PU → ATD → BI</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>0.023(S)</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7</td>
<td>PE → ATD → BI</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>1.868</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8</td>
<td>PE → ATD → BI</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>2.412</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9</td>
<td>PU → ATD</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The path coefficient, T-value and p-value of every direct and indirect relationship were measured in Table 2. The result showed that perceived usefulness insignificantly influences customers’ attitudes towards SRT (β = 0.066, t = 0.583, p = 0.560) and H1 was rejected. However, the relationships between perceived ease of use and attitudes towards SRT (β = 0.276, t = 4.021, p < 0.001) have rejected the null hypothesis and implied it has an association. Thus, H3 was supported. Likewise, the relationship between perceived enjoyment and attitudes towards SRT (H3) also supported (β = 0.223, t = 3.666, p < 0.001). Conversely, H4 was not supported, as the impact of perceived risk on attitudes towards SRT shown insignificant relationship (β = -0.105, t = 1.222, p = 0.222) while the customers’ attitudes impact on the behavioural intentions towards SRT (β = 0.221, t = 3.225, p < 0.001), H5 was supported. Additionally, the customers’ attitudes towards SRT significantly mediate perceived ease of use (β = 0.061, t = 1.868, p = 0.062) and perceived enjoyment (β = 0.049, t = 2.412, p = 0.016) to influence behavioural intentions, H7 and H8 were supported. The confidence level of 90% and 0.1 minimum significance level were adopted to support the mediating relationship in the seventh hypothesis (Kasilingam, 2020). H6 and H9 were rejected as the attitudes significantly mediate the relationship between perceived usefulness and behavioural intentions (β = 0.015, t = 0.526, p = 0.599) as well as perceived risk and behavioural intentions (β = 0.023, t = 1.023, p = 0.307).

6. Discussions

This study aimed to examine the direct effect of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived enjoyment and perceived risk on the customers’ attitudes towards SRT. Additionally, this study investigates the mediating effect of attitudes towards SRT on the relationships between perceived usefulness, ease of use, enjoyment, and risk and behavioural intentions towards SRT. Conclusion this study resulted in the conclusion that perceived usefulness insignificantly influences attitudes towards SRT, which is inconsistent with the study of Ng et al. (2019) and Roy et al. (2018). As a plausible explanation, the SRT devices have no strong penetration enough on getting close to shoppers in the brick-and-mortar retail stores, and Malaysia is initially developing SRT (Ng et al., 2019). The low usefulness of SRT also reduces the propensity of using SRT, and it is contrary to the study of Roy et al. (2018) and Kim et al. (2016). To elaborate, SRT may impress the Malaysian customers with low utilitarian value since the low penetration rate. Increasing the number of SRT is necessary to strengthen the accessibility of SRT in brick-and-mortar stores. This step could enhance the propensity of customers to approach SRT. However, the current study is in line with the study of Liang et al. (2019), Roy et al. (2018), Li, (2017) and Kaushik and Rahman (2015), in which the perceived ease of use had positive and significant influence attitudes. The SRT users determine SRT devices to have provided a highly friendly user interface that can keep the user attention towards SRT, no matter whether they were new or regular ones. Likewise, the significant effect of perceived enjoyment on attitudes towards SRT has confirmed the study of Choi and Kim, (2016), Kim et al., (2016), Li et al., (2017) and Ng et al., (2019). SRT not only provides utilitarian values but also generates fun and entertaining process shopping experience among offline shoppers. Hence, the consumers got a delightful shopping journey to keep the positive attitudes towards SRT. In integrating SRT into the shopping process, retailers should concern the design and layout of SRT because streamlined SRT will meaningly reduce the SRT learning curve by customers and higher the propensity of approaching SRT in the brick-and-mortar stores. Although the result indicated that perceived risk negatively influences attitudes towards SRT, the relationship was not supported, contrary to the study of Kasilingam (2017) and Kim et al. (2016). The current study acquired around 80.59% of respondents who hold at least undergraduate education background. This implies most respondents can interpret and digest the new SRT information. Hence, the researchers can interpret this message as the more knowledge consumers attain, the less risk they perceive in approaching SRT. On the contrary, the study presented a significant relationship between attitudes and behavioural intentions towards SRT. The result has complied with the study of Liang et al. (2019), Roy et al. (2018), Kim et al., (2016) as well as Kaushik and Rahman (2015). The positive attitudes bring optimism and constructive thinking towards SRT and allow approaching SRT devices easier.
Therefore, good attitudes have a high propensity to create positive behavioural intentions towards SRT. Retailers could cultivate usage awareness to educate customers regarding the benefits and knowledge of using SRT in stores.

7. Conclusions

The study is important to contribute to the SRT literature. The results showed that customers' behavioural intentions were significantly influenced by perceived ease of use and enjoyment as the local marketplace is initially building the ecosystem of SRT. Hence, Malaysian customers are not aware of the technology's usability. These findings provide several implications. Firstly, retailers could present SRT in the way of pleasing the customer experience in using SRT. Of course, customers enjoy their shopping in brick-and-mortar stores because they can interact with both technology and people. Secondly, the good way to encourage customer acceptance towards SRT is reducing learning effort among customers. It is reasonable to design the SRT to get customers to become skilful as soon as possible. The learning costs reduce the acceptance rate increase. Thirdly, retailers should create a good awareness of the state of mind among customers. Despite the relationship among perceived risk, attitudes, and behavioural intentions was insignificant, customers still have a negative feeling towards SRT as such technology exerts uncertain elements in their mind. Fourthly, SRT is supposed to accustom in-store shopping behaviour. Therefore, increasing the ways of SRT can convince customers to accept SRT when shopping inside the brick-and-mortar store.

The researchers suggest several limitations that can affect further investigations in future. Although perceived usefulness is insignificant in influencing attitudes, future research can be conducted as the SRT penetration rate is higher than now. This study involved respondents with higher education backgrounds. Future research could survey various kinds of customers to generalise the study of SRT in Malaysia. The prevalence of SRT does not only depend on customers' themselves. The future recommendation should involve investigating the environment and product factors to provide more insightful conclusions. Security issues are to be concerned by many people since their daily lives are gradually penetrated by data and information systems.
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